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How to get a visitors pass for fort bragg

AIE II+ Overview Fort Bragg is upgrading to the Army’s Automated Installation Entry II+ (AIE II+) at preinstalled AIE capable installation Access Control Points (ACP) to enhance security and expedite access to base. AIE II+ leverages technology that will increase security for Soldiers, Family members, DoD civilians, retirees, contract
employees, and guests by verifying identity of the individual(s) and ensuring they meet Army approved access standards against FBI criminal and terrorist authoritative databases. AIE II+ Fielding During the last several months Fort Bragg has retrofitted the existing AIE system with new software and scanner capabilities. During the month
of March 2016, personnel can expect minor wait time delays entering the installation. The AIE II+ fielding upgrade will verify and display to the guard the driver’s access status. If all checks are successfully passed during the ID card scan the lane traffic light will turn “Green” and the gate arm will lift to allow access through the ACP. The
AIE II+ system is designed to leverage technology to increase security for the Soldiers, Family members, DoD civilians, retirees, contract employees, and guests of Fort Bragg. Card holders will drive up to an AIE II+ pedestal and scan their ID card at a scanner. Once their card is read, the individual’s credentials will be validated against
federal and post records. Guards will be monitoring the information retrieved from the ID cards and once it is verified, entrance will be granted. AIE II+ Registration If a DoD cardholder’s identification fails to work at an AIE II+ access lane they need to proceed to the All American Visitor Control Center (VCC) for registration troubleshooting.
The AIE II+ system has in lane registration capability for all DoD ID cards. This means when a DoD ID cardholder drives up and scans their card for the first time at a lane pedestal the initial registration process will take 10-15 seconds to validate their credential. Subsequent scans following the initial registration process will only take 1-3
seconds thereafter. Visitor Control Center (VCC) The non-DoD visitors AIE II+ registration process takes 3-7 minutes to complete to receive an access pass/card. The Fort Bragg All American (VCC) located at the All American Hwy, Access Control Point (ACP), Building H-1575, outside ACP 5, or if you are a sponsored commercial vendor
or contractor please use the Truck Plaza VCC located off Cook Street in Building K-1153 outside ACP 16. AIE II+ registration will be Sun-Sat, 0500-2100 at the All American VCC and 0500-2100 Monday –Friday at the Truck Plaza Truck Plaza. Truck Plaza weekend registration hours are 0500-1300 located off Cook Street. AIE II+ Cards
Fort Bragg AIE II+ Access Cards may be issued for a maximum of three years for individual(s) who require recurring access to the installation for official business. The application request form (DES Form 118) for access cards will be located on the Fort Bragg Provost Marshal webpage under the Installation Access Control tab.
Sponsorship is required in order to obtain a card and all applications (DES Form 118) scanned and emailed to DES Visitor Sponsorship mailbox using the approving authority’s government email account. Once approved, the approving authority will be notified so they can contact the applicant(s) to go and process for their AIE II+ card.
Visitor Passes Visitor Passes will be issued to all non-DoD persons with a valid reason for entering the installation. A visitor pass can be issued for one year for all non-DoD personnel. A security vetting process will be completed on each non-DoD individual prior to receiving a visitor pass. This includes all non-DoD passengers riding in a
non-DoD person’s vehicle. Enrollment in the AIE II+ program will not exempt an individual from being selected for random inspection in accordance with the installation's Random Anti-terrorism Measures Program. Trusted Traveler The AIE II+ system allows registered DoD ID personnel to act as “Trusted Travelers,” which means only the
DoD ID cardholder driver has to scan their identification card, not one for each passenger. The term Trusted Traveler only applies to passengers with a valid reason for entering the installation, such as guests of the DOD sponsor under their immediate control. The Trusted Traveler program will be suspended at increased FPCON levels
and may be suspended as local threat situations dictate. As part of the enrollment process, all customers will be required to read the Trusted Traveler program memorandum at the VCC during system enrollment. Industry attendees who do not have a military/government ID are required to enter through the All American Gate (5). Please
click the link below to view a map and gate location.All American Visitor Control Center: 81575, All American Expy, Fort Bragg, NC 28310Gate LocationsProceed to the All American Visitor Control Center to receive a pass. You will be required to provide a driver’s license, vehicle registration and proof of insurance. Once you receive your
pass, follow the directions below to the Iron Mike Conference Center.NOTE: Foreign Nationals, please see the last bullet for detailed information with regard to obtaining a post pass. All vehicles entering the post are subject to search. In order to gain entry to Fort Bragg, all occupants 17 years or older must have a valid identification. DoD
affiliated or Federal Government ID card holders may access any lane at any ACP with any type of vehicle as long as the vehicle can safely negotiate the ACP. All uniformed Service members and spouses, DoD employees, and retired uniformed Service Members and spouses can vouch for occupants in their immediate vehicle without
showing an Identification Card, provided the Trusted Traveler vehicle operator possesses a valid DoD affiliated identification card. All other personnel presenting U.S. driver’s license or state identification cards may access any ACP as long as they visit one of the two Visitor Control Centers at All-American or Knox Truck Plaza
(Commercial Vehicles Only) and process and receive a Visitor Pass. Their vehicle will be subject to search. All Non-DoD affiliated personnel must process for and receive a visitors pass unless accompanied by a DoD affiliated ID Card holder that meet the trusted traveler requirements. All commercial vehicles must access the Truck Plaza
on Knox Street. The Installations definition for a Commercial Vehicle is: Any vehicle as large as or larger than an enclosed 15-passenger van (not used for passenger transportation) OR any company vehicle pulling an enclosed trailer of any size, and all Civilian Fuel Trucks. This includes U-Haul Trucks, UPS/FedEx delivery vehicles, etc.
The only exception to this definition applies to Active Duty Military CAC Card Holders only if the vehicle can safely negotiate the lane at FPCON normal or A. Foreign Visitor (Any person other than a US citizen) must present a valid passport with visa, and I-94 (Arrival /Departure Record) or an alien resident identification card and must
have a valid reason to enter the installation. If you are driving on base, you must present your driver's license as well. NOTE: International Drivers license are only good with the drivers license from the driver’s native country. An International Drivers license is not valid in the country of issuance. 1) Leave gate and as you go under Gruber
Road Overpass move immediately to your far right hand lane and take the first exit from the All American Expressway to the ramp that goes up to Gruber Rd.2) Turn right onto Gruber Rd. and stay in the right hand lane. Travel straight for 7/10th mile to the forth (4th) stop light and then turn right onto Reilly Rd.3) Stay in the right hand lane
of Reilly Rd and travel 5/10th mile to the third (3rd) signal which is a Flashing Caution Light.4) Turn right into the Fort Bragg Conference and Catering Center parking lot on your right --- You Have Arrived!! Deine Anfrage konnte nicht bearbeitet werdenEs gab ein Problem bei der Bearbeitung dieser Anfrage. Wir arbeiten daran, den Fehler
so bald wie möglich zu beheben. If you don’t have base access by way of an active duty military ID, retired military ID, or a Contractor Access Card, when visiting Ft. Bragg, NC you will need to go to the Visitors’ Center to apply for credentials. The visitors’ center is located on the All American Expressway by the gate to Ft. Bragg. When
approaching the gate, stay in the left lane to enter the Visitors’ Center. Take your photo ID into the center and follow the directions of the security personnel. Once issued, your pass is good for 90 days at which time you need to reapply. The center can be very busy, so please be sure to allow sufficient time for any delays. Rachael Riley  | 
rriley@fayobserver.com This content is being provided for free as a public service to our readers during the coronavirus outbreak. Please support local journalism by subscribing to The Fayetteville Observer at fayobserver.com/subscribenow. Follow fayobserver.com/topics/coronavirusfor more coronavirus coverage.Fort Bragg visitors who
have not used a pass since March 1 will have passes revoked, officials said during a virtual town hall meeting Thursday.Fort Bragg is limiting visitor access to the installation starting at midnight Monday to reduce the spread of the coronavirus, called COVID-19.The visitor restrictions are intended to limit those who live more than 50 miles
from the installation from coming onto the post, said Lt. Gen. Michael “Erik” Kurilla, commander of the 18th Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg.With an estimated 86% of the nation under stay-at-home orders, Kurilla said the intent is to restrict out-of-state visitors or visitors from larger cities like Charlotte or Raleigh.“But there will be full access
to those who still require it,” Kurilla said.Department of Defense identification cardholders, dependents, veterans with identification and retirees will still have access, he said.Contractors with Department of Defense official business, food delivery vendors, first responders and other contractors will still be allowed on the
installation.Exceptions will be allowed for caregivers, nannies and hardship situations, he said.Kurilla said exceptions should be submitted by the Department of Defense sponsor — who are service members, Department of Defense civilian employees or contracting officer representatives — to submit the request to the respective chains of
command.The requests can be downloaded online and will be granted on a case-by-case basis, officials said.In response to one of the questions submitted online for Thursday’meeting about in-laws visiting a new grandchild the first week of May, Kurilla repeated that about 86% of the country has a stay-at-home order.He said visitors from
out of state should not come to Fort Bragg.“You would have to request an exception to policy, and it would be unlikely that that one would be approved,” Kurilla said.Fielding another question about a mother-in-law who lives with a military family, Kurilla said the mother-in-law would be able to continue access to Fort Bragg if she has used
her visitor’s pass since March 1.Food delivery service drivers such as DoorDash and Uber Eats will also be allowed on post if they’ve used a pass since March 1.In other installation updates, Kurilla said Fort Bragg has 15 affiliated coronavirus cases that include three service members, Department of the Army civilians, dependents and
contractors.“Almost every case is travel related,” he said.To follow Department of Defense guidelines for operational security, Kurilla said specific units tied to those cases will not be provided.Fort Bragg leaders, the chain of command and public health officials will be notified of the cases, and Kurilla said the numbers are included in
reports of the counties where the people who test positive for the virus live.Col. John Melton, commander of Womack Army Medical Center, said those who feel sick and can not get through on the Tricare nurse advice line should call 910-907-2778 to contact their medical care team.Travel restrictions are in place that do not allow service
members to travel 50 miles outside of Fort Bragg.Command Sgt. Maj. Charles Albertson, with the 18th Airborne Corps, said those who are working from home should limit physical contact.“Young soldiers and paratroopers, you are not exempt,” Albertson said. “Please take this seriously. You are not immune. Avoid the temptation of
getting together in groups. Stay disciplined ... Remember if the call comes tonight, we still need to be ready.”He also reminded soldiers there is a difference between physical distancing and socially disconnecting.“We need to continue to stay connected with one another and take care of one another,” Albertson said.Staff writer Rachael
Riley can be reached at rriley@fayobserver.com or 910-486-3528.
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